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2145.. Illogical minds like water tight compartments
Amil method leads to modernism

2146 Hengstenberg--millennium began 800 !:D
Numerology and millennium

2147 Time of Rapture
Importance of immanent return

24S Satanic attack on doctrine of Christ's return
Prophecy of Mic 4

250 Rev 20-21
Those who say no mill in Paul so why should there be in John?

251 Amil interp of Rev 20 Foolish arguments

252 Illustration of college students receiving his awards
Order given logically or chronologically

253 Condition of believer after death Heaven
,54 The resurrection
255 Roman 'peace' at Christ's first coming/ not same as His second
256 Not same stress on freedom from external vioence of mill x±xN

in NT as in CT
257 No normal amil position: Hamilton, Milligan, Warfield all different

Buswell re Warfield
253 Nilligan's and Warfield's view on millennium
259 Theo ahn/2 Pet 3

260 Effort of seminary prof to prove the Bible vs here did not con
tradict one there Not try to explain away verses

261 Warfièld on Rw 20
The thousnd years Spending a year in China illustration

262 Various views on the millennium

,263 Isa 11 with 2 Thess 2:S
264 R v 21/ Thec Zahn
265 Resurrection of the body is the grt hope of the Christian, not simply

that we go to heaven Illustration about ignorancd of vitamins

267 Illustration of college student who could not believe in resurrection

269 'His rest shall be. glorious' (meaning of)-- the place where He is

270 Isa11:1l
271 Illustration: man given injection lost sense of smell

Name Jehovah
272 The material in Isaiah from ch 40 on
fˆ77




History of the criticism of Isaiah
279 Arguments for the divi ions

Historical background
285 Argument from literary stule.

Illustration: Told to write, down any words and he'd tell you
what would be. your life's work

286 Jeremiah's vocabulary not as large as Isaiahs
287 The theological ideas of Isa 140-66 are different Extremes met
,94 Briggs conservative in NT, liberal on CT
296 Critical views of Isaiah
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